Abstract-Generally surnames (family name) or forenames are evolved over generations which can be used to understand population origins, migration, identity, social norms and cultural customs. These forenames or surnames may have hidden structure associated with them called communities. Each community might have strong correlation among several forenames and surnames. In addition, the correlation might be across communities of forenames or surnames. Popular statistical generative model such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) has been developed to find topics in a corpus of documents. However, the LDA model can be proposed to identify hidden communities in names data set. This paper proposes several variants of latent Dirichlet allocation models to capture correlation between surnames and forenames within the communities and across the communities over a set of names collected at different locations. Initially, we propose surname correlated LDA model and forename correlated LDA model. These models identify communities in surnames or forenames and extract corresponding correlated forenames or surnames in each community respectively. Later, we propose surname community correlated LDA model and forename community correlated LDA model. These models estimate correlation among each surname community to the communities of forenames and vice versa respectively. We experiment for India and United Kingdom names data sets and conclusions are drawn.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to rapid growth of digital data, knowledge discovery and data mining have great potential which would turn data into useful information and knowledge. Text mining (sometimes called 'mining from text documents') is to extract knowledge from a set of text documents [16] . Names analysis is popular in geography [15] which relay on the fact that family names (surnames) or names represent ethnic, geographic, cultural and genetic structures in human populations. However, these methods in geography use elementary statistical approaches to analyse names data set. Many advanced statistical methods have limited applications in names analysis.
Knowledge discovery in names data set involves identifying relationship among group of people (surnames) or identifying communities in names data set. It is a well known fact that people migrate from one location to other due to job prospects, economic prosperity, political unrest, etc. However, the surnames of migrants retain semantic similarity to surnames of the people at their original locations. In order to address this issue of identifying semantic surnames, Veluru et al. [26] [25] recently applied statistical methods such as vector space model and latent semantic indexing (LSI) in names data set. Further, email address categorization has been performed based on semantics of surnames. The generative probabilistic model can be applied to identify hidden communities in a names data set.
Generative probabilistic model such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) becomes attractive and powerful in natural language processing for topic modelling [12] . It works on discrete data of words in a corpus of documents and overcomes the limitations of LSI and probabilistic LSI (pLSI). It assumes document contains"bag-of-words" which means the order of words in the document can be neglected and also assume that the order of documents can be neglected [12] . This is called exchangeability assumption in the language of probability. de Finette [3] established a classic theorem that states any collection of exchangeable random variables has a representation as a mixture distribution. Hence, LDA model estimates statistical inferences of topics via mixing distribution in a collection of documents.
A names data set contains a set of names collected at several locations in a country which does not depend on order of names collected at each location or order of locations in the data set. The assumption of exchangeability in a names data set is obvious since the order of names in each location and the order of locations can be neglected. Hence, LDA can be applied on names data set that identifies hidden structure associated in it called communities. However, name consists of forename and surname. It is possible that several surnames highly correlate to several forenames. For example, surname Smith is highly correlated to forename David in British community. Hence communities can be estimated either on surnames or forenames and corresponding correlated forenames or surnames can be extracted respectively.
Indeed, several forenames correlate across communities of surnames and viceversa. For example, Sarah and John correlate across many surname communities in United Kingdom. The challenge is to find correlation across communities of surnames or forenames. For example, especially with cross cultural marriages, it may be possible that a community of forenames share high likely with certain communities of surnames and less likely with some other communities of surnames. This paper proposes several variants of LDA models to address above issues. Initially surname correlated LDA model www.conference.thesai.organd forename correlated LDA model are proposed. These two models find communities in surnames and forename respectively and extracts corresponding correlated forenames and surnames in each community respectively. Later, we propose surname community correlated LDA model and forename community correlated LDA model. The surname community correlated LDA finds communities in surnames and extracts correlated forename communities for each surname community. Similarly, the forename community correlated LDA model finds communities in forenames and extracts correlated surname communities for each forename community. This paper is organized as follows. Section II sets out the related work. Section III describes proposed models called correlated community estimation models. Section IV presents the experimental results and finally Section V presents conclusion and future work of the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
This section describes related work for surname analysis. Many surname analysis techniques have been developed in geography such as identifying spatial concentration of surnames [5] , migrant surname analysis [19] , uncertainty in the analysis of ethnicity classification [22] , and ethnicity and population structure analysis [21] . However, statistical analysis that measures the degree of similarity between surname mixes has been developed by comparing relative frequencies of surnames at different locations such as isonymy [18] and Lasker distance [24] . These measures are complementary measures such that the inverse natural logarithm of the isonymy creates a more intuitive measure called Lasker distance. These are applicable to study inbreeding between marital partners or social groups, but do not explicitly address the semantic similarity between surnames. Hence, an advanced statistical analysis method has been developed for email address categorization based on semantics of surnames [26] . E-mail address categorization based on semantics of surnames has two phase [26] . In the first phase, the semantics of surnames are identified by representing a set of names at each location using a vector space model followed by latent semantic analysis. Further, clustering of surnames is done using average-link clustering method. In the second phase, suffix tree is constructed for an e-mail address which has been used to identify if any surname present in the email address as substring. If surname is present as substring in the email address then the email address is categorize into the cluster of surname. However, LDA and variants of LDA models have been proposed in text analysis which have not been developed in names analysis.
Several variants of LDA have been developed which incorporates meta-data information in generative models that are classified into downstream models and upstream models [8] . Downstream models use standard document-topic distribution and incorporates metadata-topic distribution in parallel to the standard topic-word distribution [6] , [13] , [29] , [30] , [9] . However, upstream models replace document-topic distribution with metadata-topic distribution which incorporate additional information and use standard topic-word distribution without any change [2] , [20] , [8] , [7] , [10] , [11] . Several other variants of LDA models have been developed for several applications such as topic modelling beyond bag-of-words [28] , finding scientific topics [27] , entity resolution [4] [17] [1] , community identification in social networks [14] , dynamic models for time series [31] , and tag recommendation [23] . However, these variants of LDA models cannot be applied directly to identify communities and their correlation in name data set which is described in the following section.
III. CORRELATED COMMUNITY ESTIMATION MODELS
This section describes the proposed models over names data set. Initially, subsection III-A describes LDA model to estimate communities in either forenames or surnames. Subsection III-B and III-C propose community correlated estimation models and community-community correlated estimation models respectively.
A. Community Estimation Model
This subsection describes the use of LDA for community estimation.
Consider the location space of a region or a country consisting of a set of locations where each location has a bag of names. Let a name can be represented as < ( ), ( ) > where ( ) be forename and ( ) be surname of name . Let there be = { 1 , 2 , . . . , } locations and let be a location has names. Let and be set of unique surnames and forenames respectively.
LDA is a generative probabilistic model that can be applied to estimate communities over a set of names where names could be either surnames or forenames. Without loss of generality, let us formulate community estimation model in surnames. Consider a community characterized by a distribution over surnames and a location contains a random mixtures of communities. Let ( ) or ( ) denotes multinomial distributions of communities over the set of surnames or a set of forenames respectively. Let ( ) denotes a random mixtures of communities over a set of locations. In statistical theory, if a location contains surnames as a random mixtures over latent communities then the probability of ℎ surname in a given location as
where ( ) denotes community assignment for surname ( ), ( ( )| ( ) = ) is the probability the surname ( ) given community , and ( ( ) = ) is the probability of choosing a community in the current location.
Each community estimation model using LDA works as follows. Location contains a distribution over communities that can be modelled using a Dirichlet distribution ( ) with hyper-parameter . Surnames in each location are generated by picking community from distribution ( ) and picking a surname from the community according to ( ( )| ( ) = ) = ( ( )) generated from a Dirichlet distribution with hyperparameter . Here and specify the priori on ( ) and ( ) respectively. Each hyper parameter has single value which is assumed to be symmetric Dirichlet prior.
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The complete LDA model for community estimation over surnames data set is given by
Now, estimating ( ) and ( ) establishes distributions of communities over a set of location and distributions of communities over surnames . The goal is to estimate ( ) and ( ) by maximizing posterior distribution over community assignments to surnames using Bayesian statistics as given by (2) 
where ( ) and ( ) are multinomial Dirichlet distributions with priori and are given by (3) and (4) respectively
Here ( ) ( ) is number of times surname ( ) belongs to community , (.) is number of times all surnames belong to community ,
is number of times any surname from location belongs to community , and
is number of times all surnames present in location . Also, Γ(.) is the gamma function and |.| is the size of the set. 000 000 000 111 111 111
The Graphical representation of community estimation model.
The graphical representation of community estimation model using LDA is given in Figure 1 . Each node is a random variable which is labelled according to its role in the generative process. Slashed nodes are observed variables. The rectangular "plate" denotes replication.
Unfortunately, the distribution given in (2) cannot be computed directly since the sum in the denominator does not factorize. In this paper, we follow [27] and apply Gibbs sampling to estimate the distribution in (2). (5).
indicates the count that does not include the current assignment of ( ) . That is
It can be observed from the posterior probability in (5) is proportionate to multiplication of the probability of surname ( ) which belongs to community and the probability of community in location . Hence, the distributions ( ) and ( ) can be estimated as given in equations (6) and (7) respectively.ˆ(
Similarly, community estimation model using LDA can be performed over a set of forenames. However, these models do not estimate correlation between forenames or surnames within communities or across communities.
B. Community Correlated Estimation Models
This subsection proposes community correlated LDA models that jointly identify correlated surnames and forenames within each community. For example, surname correlated LDA model proposes to find communities in surnames and extracts corresponding correlated forenames.
If a location contains a random mixtures of communities then the probability of ℎ correlated forename * ( ) corresponding to the surname ( ) in a given location as
where
is the probability of correlated forename * ( ) corresponding to community assignment of surname ( ) from which surname ( ) was drawn. Hence, a new distribution ( ) can be obtained which represents communities in forenames that correlate with surnames under the community . Hence (
The complete surname correlated LDA model is given by
( ) 00 00 00 11 11 11 The posterior distribution on ( ) , the distributions of ( ) , and the distributions of (2), (4), and (3) respectively. The new distribution ( ) can be obtained as given in (9) which is a multinomial Dirichlet distribution with a symmetric prior 1 that corresponds to distribution of communities over correlated forenames.
Here ( ) ( ) is number of times forename ( ) belongs to community , (.) is number of times all forenames belong to community . However, the estimation of ( ) corresponds to probability given in (9) can be obtained by (10) 
Similarly forename correlated LDA model can be estimated which gives correlated surnames for each community of forenames. However, these models do not infer correlation between communities of forenames and communities of surnames. The following subsection proposes the community-community correlated estimation models.
C. Community-Community Correlated Estimation models
This subsection proposes community-community correlated estimation models. We propose two models which are surname community correlated LDA model and forename community correlated LDA model.
The surname community correlated LDA model initially estimates communities over surnames as explained in subsection III-A. Let be number of communities obtained in surnames. It can be seen that there might be many common correlated forenames across several surname communities and thus can form hidden communities in the correlated forenames. For example, forenames Sarah and Paul shared across many surname communities in United Kingdom.
The surname community correlated LDA model chooses proportions of several forename communities that correlate with each surname community whereas earlier models choose proportions of communities in a location. Hence the surname community correlated LDA model can find forename communities such that the distribution of forenames in each forename community is based on correlation of forename community to several surname communities.
The surname community correlated estimation model using LDA works as follows. Surname communities correlate with several forename communities. If a surname community correlate with a random mixture of 1 forename communities then the probability of ℎ forename ( ) that correlates with a surname community as
where ( ) denotes latent forename-community assignment from which ℎ forename ( ) was drawn, ( ( )| ( ) = ) is the probability the correlated forename ( ) under the forename-community , and ( ( ) = | ( ) ) is the probability of choosing forename-community that correlates to a surname-community ( ) . The idea behind this model is that the forenames that correlated with each surname-community are generated by picking the forename-community from distribution Λ ( ) and picking a forename from the forenamecommunity according to ( ( )| ( ) = ). Hence a new multinomial distribution Λ ( ) with a Dirichlet prior represents proportions of several forename-communities shared over surname-communities and 
The posterior distribution on ( ) , the distributions of ( ) , and the distributions of ( ) are given by equations (2), (4), and (3) respectively. However, the community-community correlated estimation model can be performed to estimate Λ ( ) and ( ) by maximizing community assignments to forenames using (12)
where ( ) and Λ ( ) are multinomial Dirichlet distributions with priori 1 and are given by (13) and (14) respectively
Here ( ) ( ) is number of times forename ( ) belongs to community , (.) is number of times all forenames belong to community ,
is number of times forename that correlates with surname-community belongs to community , and
is number of times all forenames that correlate with surname-community . Also, Γ(.) is the standard gamma function and |.| is the size of the set.
We will use Gibbs sampling to find the posterior distribution on which integrating out to Λ ( ) and ( ) using standard Dirichlet Integrals as given in equation (15) .
(15) Note that (.) (− , ) indicates the count that does not include the current assignment of ( ) . That is
It can be observed from the posterior probability in (15) is proportionate to multiplication of the probability of forename ( ) which belongs to community and the probability of forename-community correlates with surname-community . Hence, the distributions Λ ( ) and ( ) can be estimated as given in equations (16) and (17) respectively.
Similarly forename community correlated LDA model estimates communities in forenames and introduces an additional multinomial distribution that captures correlation among communities in surnames over communities of forenames. The graphical
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section describes experimental results. We have two countries names data set, viz., United Kingdom (UK) and In- 
A. Community Correlated Estimation Models
This subsection presents the result of surname correlated LDA model and forename correlated LDA model. The results of surname correlated LDA model present estimated communities in surnames and correlated forenames in each surname communities. The results of forename correlated LDA model present estimated communities in forenames and correlated surnames in each forename communities. Table I Table IV shows the result of forename correlated LDA model. Communities 9, 16, 28, and 25 have top 10 most likely forenames and their correlated top 10 most likely surnames for India names data set. The distributions of surname communities can be interpreted easily in Indian names data set whereas the distributions of forename communities are hard to interpret since forenames can share across many surname communities in Indian names data set. However, it is clear from the Table IV that the correlated surnames of each forename community appear in same surname community in Table III . Hence, the forename correlated LDA model clearly finding communities in forenames and correlated surnames.
1) UK names data set:

B. Community-Community Correlated Estimation Models
This subsection presents the result of surname community correlated LDA model and forename community correlated Figure 6 shows the results of forename community correlated LDA model. Forename communities (FCommunity) 10, 16, and 17 have top 10 most likely forenames and their correlated top 3 surname communities where each surname community represents top 10 most likely surnames of that community for UK names data set. Forenames in community 10, 16, and 17 seem to be Indian, Chines, and British surnames respectively. It is observed that surname community 1 correlates with all three communities. However, it highly correlates to British forename community (0.8071) whereas surname community 6 and 4 are only correlate to British community. Surname community 2 contains Indian or Pakistani surnames which highly correlates to Indian forenames with probability 0.7611. However, surname community 7 contains Chines surnames which are highly correlates to Chines forenames with probability 0.6044. Figure 7 shows the results of surname community correlated LDA model. Surname communities (SCommunity) 1, 11, and 13 have top 10 most likely surnames and their correlated top 3 forename communities where each foreanme community represents top 10 most likely forenames of that community for India names data set. Surnames in community 1, 11, and 13 are seem to be Assam, Bengali, and Marathi communities in India. It is observed that forename community 7 shares all these three surname communities and however it highly correlates to Assam surname community with probability 0.4346. Also, forename community 2 highly correlates to Bengali community with probability 0.7864 and forename community 4 highly correlates to Marathi surname community with probability 0.8071.
1) UK names data set:
2) India names data set:
C. Performance Comparison
A held out test data set is used to compare the performance of the proposed models for Indian and UK names data set. Perplexity is a standard measure to compare the performance of a probabilistic model. A lower perplexity score indicates better generalization performance. The perplexity is defined as exponential of negative normalized predictive likelihood of test data under the model. Figure 8 represents perplexity comparison for probabilistic models against number of communities for UK and India data sets. Perplexity can also be used to study the strengths of communities under different scenarios. For India names data set, surname LDA model has less perplexity than forename LDA model which means surnames capture better communities than forenames whereas UK names data set, forenames capture better communities than surnames.
The perplexity of the surname correlated LDA model has almost same performance as forename LDA since the correlated forenames probabilities are used to calculate perplexity, but it extracts additional information such as correlated forenames of each surname community for both the names data set. Similarly, the proposed forename correlated LDA model has almost same performance as surname LDA, but it extracts correlated surnames for both the names data sets. However, the proposed surname community correlated LDA and forename community correlated LDA have improved performance compared to all other methods. These models also provide interaction among communities of surnames and communities of forenames.
For Indian names data set, the forename community correlated LDA model performs better than surname community correlated LDA model whereas for UK names data set, the surname community correlated LDA model performs better than forename community correlated LDA model. It means surname capture good communities which interact across several forename communities in India whereas forename capture good communities which interact across several surname communities in UK. Intuitively, surname communities in India and forename communities in UK are well established in all the proposed methods. However, the performance of communitycommunity correlated LDA models are better than all other models. The average perplexity of surname community correlated LDA model and forename correlated LDA model are 3.01944 and 7.6573 for UK names data set whereas these values are 9.66520 and 4.8298 for India names data set respectively V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK This paper used the probabilistic generative model such as LDA to find communities over a set of names collected at different locations. In addition, this paper proposed several variants of LDA models to capture correlation among surnames and forenames within the communities and across the communities. Initially, this paper presented surname correlated LDA model and forename correlated LDA model. These models find communities in surnames or forenames and extracts correlated forenames or surnames respectively. The performance of surname correlated LDA model or forename correlated LDA model is similar to performance of LDA model to find communities in surnames or forenames independently. However, these proposed models extract correlated forenames or surnames. Later, this paper proposed surname community correlated LDA model and forename community correlated LDA model. These models establish interaction among communities of forenames and communities of surnames. These two models have lower perplexity compared to all other related models which means the performance of these two models are better than all other related models in this paper. The experiments for proposed models are conducted against number of communities for India and UK names data set. It has been observed that surnames form good communities in India names data set and forenames form good communities in UK names data set. This paper assumes the number of communities are known in advance. In future work, we will propose to derive optimal number of clusters from the given names data set.
